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By Lorraine Corvese
Last Fall, a committee headed by Dean
of the College Bart Schiavo decided to have
all .summer classes in the evening only.
There will be no more day summer classes.
" There is increasing interest on the part
of the school, " said Schiavo, " toschedule
other events, such as adult conferences,
some of which are academic, and summer
camps: These generate far more income for
RWC and give us good exposure.
" There are a small group of people who
need classes." Schiavo continued . " The
demand for day summer courses had been
declining. Last summer there were 10-12
classesout of 27 that were offered. Evening .
courses have strong enrollment."
According to the Registrar's Office,
summer enrollment last year was 389 day
students for the Bristol campus and 460
evening students for the Bristol and Pro-
vidence campuses. " Most were not regular
RWC students. They were from other col-
leges," said Registration Coordinator
Maureen Novalany. " Enrollment this sum-
mer may be less due to all evening classes
but most last year were in the evening
anyway."
The decision to have all the summer
classes in the evenings has left the faculty
with mixed feelings. Humanities Division
Teacher Jim Tackach says, "I think it was
a bad move. Even if RWC isn't profiting, i t
can profit in other ways. It 's good to have
faculty around during the day in the sum-
mer so visitors can see that there are people
around to answer questions. If there are no
people around, RWC would look like a
ghost town and that's bad."
Natural Science instructor Carolyn
Kendrow commented, "I'm contemplating
not having a summer class this year because
of the heat . Last year I had a Principles of
Chemistry class from 8:00-11 :00. The new
all evening classes won't affect me this year
but it could if I wanted to teach another
summer."
"Evening sessionswillbe a problem with
a computer course,"· said Computer
instructor Mark Brickley. "There is so
much programming squeezed into six
weeks, that the students need to spend a
couple of hours after each class to work on
the programs. If the class were taught in
the day, students would have all day to
work on programs. If classes were in the
evening and the computer room wasn't
open, when are students going to work on
their programs?"
Schiavo said, " It was partially a finan-
cial decision which will affect students' tui-
tions. The more income to RWC, the less
we have to rely on tuition to cover
expenses."
, Tackach remarked, "This decision hurts
the reputation of the college. It tells the
community that we're more interested in
hosting conferences than teaching students.
Our focus should be on teaching."
photo by Mark Mulone
During the Health Fair RWC dancers
demonstrate how warm-up exercises can
be transformed into a performance piece.
----------
Army quartermasters. In light of the way
things have been going for the Salvadoran
military over the last four years it willbe in-
teresting to see what the Administration, if
reinstated due to the possibility of the
Republican victory this November, does
when the Salvadoran government goes
.down the tubes within the next few years
although a miracle could happen to change
this future scenario. Maybe that miracle in-
cludes commiting U.S. ground forces that
are conveniently located in neighboring
Honduras on "exercises", the longest run-
ning peacetime ones in the history of this
country. Will Reagan and Co. wash their
hands and walk away from the upcoming
debacle?'
Which brings us to another neighbor of
ours, Nicaragua. Having been in power
since September, 1979, the Sandanista
government finds itself beset with a host of .
problems,some of them it's own doing. To
the north on both sides of the border with
Honduras are members of the Nicaraguan
Democratic Force, one of the three contra
groups operating against the present regime
in Managua. With the largest force of the
factions in question, including remnants of
the National Guard who served under the
late dictator Anastasio Somoza, the group
is the main recipient of U.S. aid, although
some does trickle down to the other two.
The Democratic Force is the most "suc-
cessful" of the contrafactions having
graduated to mining Nicaraguan harbors to
prevent them from receiving Soviet sup-
plies but putting ships at risk from neutral
nations who contribute aid as well as trade.
To the east is the Misura Indian Organiza-
- tion made up of disaffected Indian groups
who have the most legitimate grievances of
any having been forcibly removed from
traditional lands along tile Atlantic coast in
order to create free fire zones that will pre- .
'vent the contras from staging attacks in
that area. Finally there is the Revolutionary
Front led by former Sandanista Deputy
Defense Minister Eden Pastora Gomez
Cont. on page !.__~
Exhibits were set up by various groups
such as the American Cancer Society,
Planned Parenthood, Rhode island Blood
Center, and RWC Councelling Center. The
exhibits, informative in nature, were visited
by many.
, to the high stakes involved. The govern-
ment that emerges from all this will be the
one Washington has to deal with in an ef-
fort to contain the Civil Strife that shows
no signs of abating despite the Administra-
tion's having sunk millions of dollars into
combating it.
The Salvadoran military has about
42,000 troops but it has been mostly the
Army and paramilitary units that have
borne the brunt of the fighting since the
Navy and Air Force total only about 2000
men, not a lot to work with. Most soldiers
are conscripts who serve the required two
years before returning to civilian life, there
not being that much incentive to stay in.
The insurgents, operating under the name
of The Farabundo Marti National Libera-
tion Front are divided into five major
groups representing various shades of com-
munism and socialism with a smattering of
former Christian Democrats and other op-
position types who decided to take to the
bush rather than wind up by the side of the
road in the morning. Their strength is
estimated at between nine and twelve thou-
sand men and women although it is im-
possible to verifythis as wellas the guerilla'
claims of "glorious victories", many of
which are doubtless exagerated. However,
it seems evident that they have the momen-
tum and are able to attack government
forces on simultaneous fronts and even
have the ability to hold towns for brief
periods before retreating from rein-
forcements that are hurridely rushed in
from other fronts. While the Salvadoran
military considers it a "win" when they are
able to retake a contested area the fact that
the guerillas have been able to dictate the
pace of the war so far is not a good sign for
. the government. Although the rebels are
receiving some support from neighboring
Nicaragua at least in the form of medical
supplies, they have managed to obtain
many of their weapons from captured
government stocks and are remored to
have made purchases of ammunition from
Standing TaU in Central America
By Chris Sheehan
The next few weeks will see increased
U.S. military and covert activity in Central
America as the Administration rises to
meet the " threat" from Moscow and its
proxies, Cuba and Nicaragua, a welcome
sign or a blueprint for getting bogged down
once again in an undeclared war, depend-
ing on your point of view.
In El Salvador the recent election led to
the expected inconclusive results with none
of the eight candidates receiving the re-
quired fifty percent of the popular vote
necessary to win. Of the two candidates
. who were considered serious contenders,
Jose Napoleon Duarte of the Moderate
Christian Democratic Party got the most,
about 44 percent. His support consisted
mostly of labor unions and the small
. farmers who have the most to gain from
the land redistribution program that will
continue to break up the large estates and
try to provide as many people as possible
with plots of their own. Duarte in addition
favors opening up a "dialogue" with the
insurgent forces that he believes Will pave
the way for a national reconciliation,
although there are powerful elements in
that country that are vehemently opposed
to this along with the rest of his policies.
Foremost among the rivals is the can-
didate of the National Republican Alliance
(ARENA) Roberto D' Abuission, a former
Army major who has been accused by
Duarte and other opponents of being
heavily involved if not in charge of the
secret death squads who ply their trade in
the capital city of San Salvador as well as
the villages weeding out "subversives".
D'Abuission firmly denies the charges and
frequently lashes out at his main an-
tagonist, labeling him a communist and
promising to win the civil war militarily,
ruling out any and all negotiations. With
about 32 percent of the vote he willbe forc-
ed into a runoff election against Duarte in
the next few weeks, a contest that should
be more intense and could turn violent due
r-------~..----------~----------- ..RWC Summeri ByKrim~~C H~~~~~~i~&O~ Success lelasses in the
I and Chris Spaight and dance. The aerobics demonstration ID • 0 1
I
A steady flow of students, faculty, and was lead by Brenda Kelly of Women's lI.::.JveninaS n y
townspeople participated in the RWC World . The Dance presentation was entitl- b jI Health Fair held in the Rec BuildingThurs- ed "Vortex" and was performed by 3
I
day. Upon registering at the door , par- members of the RWC Dance Theater.
ticipants moved from table to table, having1various parts of their bodies probed and
1checked.Stations were set up to check height,
I weight, posture, blood pressure, vision,hearing, st ress; Glaucoma, blood
I chemistry, and Anemia. Participants were
I urged to attend all stations, but timerestrictions limited·some to stations they Films were shown throughout the day to
1deemed the most important. discuss various community health prob-Beth Martin, who was testing for lems. Alcoholism, Social Diseases,Anorex-
I Anemia described the somewhat painful ia, and Bulimia, were among the media
I process. "A person's finger is pricked to topics viewed.receive a blood sample. They shake their The Fair, which lasted from 10 am .nntil
I hand downward to increase the blood flow. 8 pm was ended on a high note. Kate J~....----~~~~~~~~~--
I The blood is then drawn upa thin glass Kasten's one woman show proved the oldtube for testing. The tube itself is treated adage correct . "Laughter is the. best
I
with an anticoagulant to prevent clotting. medicine."
The blood is then blown into a solution for
Itesting. The results are received in less than r----------
12 minutes. " . . .College nurse Lois Schuyler was among I
I those testing visions. She explained how I
20/20 vision is arrived at. "You must read
Iline 7 on the chart two times while scoring I
I
greater than 50070 correct. The first test is
for farsightedness and the second test if for I
• .near sightedness." ...
------ --
What They Don't Have to Offer
By Anne B. Wagner
" Preparation is the key to the job inter-
view, but most applican ts are not
prepared," laments a personnel manager.
His remark is echoed by campus recruiters
across the nation. While students frequent-
ly seek help in learning to write a resume,
they rarely plan ahead for the interview. -
Sources of information on the subject are
few. How can you learn interviewing skills?
" Through -practice," says Director of
Career Services Cindi Vita .
Vita offers students practice oppor-
tunities on campus through mock.Inter-
views. Corporate recruiters conduct the
videotaped sessions. Then, on the follow-
ing day, Vita critiques the tape with each
individual, pointing out positive aspects
and suggesting ways of improving the
-presentation.
" Do I really talk like that?"
" I can't believe I said that."
"Is that what I look like? I' ve never seen
myself before. "
These remarks are characteris tic of
students seeking themselves on tape . But
j hey quickly adjust to' the novelty and
begin to indentify the effective things about
themselves - good grooming, a friendly
smile, a moment 6f relaxation - and the
negative points - an annoying mannerism,
a mumbled response , sloppy posture. They
aquire a better understanding of the image
they present and how to enhance that
image.
According to Vita, the most common
mistakes students make during interviews
are lack of eye contact with the interviewer,
failure to give a specific answer to a given
question arid insufficient knowledge about
the company.
"Preparation and practice are impor-
tant, " Vita advises students who sign up
for mock interviews. In the workshop that
precedes the video session, Vita ticks off
important considerations: dress neatly and
appropriately, research the company,
rehearse answers to frequently-asked ques-
tions. She provides them with a list of
commonly-asked questions and urges peo-
ple to practice answering out loud while sit-
ting in front of a mirror.
Practice instils confidence. "Confidence
is what separates the successful from the
failure," claims John Medley in his book
Sweaty Palms.
Mock Interviews
Ready Students for
-The Real Thing
ELECTIONS WILL BE HELD ON THE 26TH OF APRIL
BETWEEN 9:00 AM AND 4:00 PM
IN THE LOBBY OF THE STUDENT UNION.
DON'T FORGET TO VOTE!!!
INTERESTED IN LEADERSHIP?
RESPONSIBILITY? ALLOCATING MONEY? -
!
Then Get Involved in the Student Senate
for the 1984·85 Academic 'Year.
Nomin ation Papers. Are Now Available in
the Senate Off ice. Come on Down to get all
the Detail s.
Nominat ion Papers Are Due by April 20 at
12:00 Noon, So Don't Wait .any Longer. Come
Get Yours TODAY.
To The 'Editor:
Anthony F. Coppola
By John Hirchak
FACT: The cost of one nuclear sub-
marine is equivelent to the -annual educa-
tional costs of twenty three developing
countries, 160 million children.
FACT: Every minute the world spends 1.3
million dollars on defensive arms, in one
year that equals $681,408,000,000.
FACT: In that same minute 30 children
either starve to death or die from lack of
life saving vaccines, in one year that equals
15,724,800 children, that number would be
near equal tQthe amount dead if Australia
sunk to the bottom of the -ocean .
FACT: Senator Edward Kennedy in-
troduced a bill requiring a decleration of
war before any U.S. troops be allowed to
enter into battle. That bill was directed
towards Central American flare-ups. That
bill was voted down.
FACT: The little wars that are occuring all
over the world (I recall recently hearing
that there were 43 wars occuring right now) .
appear to be replacing the threat of a large
world war. that remains to be seen.
Do you remember when President
Reagan so proudly announced that
unemployment had gone down and the
whole world saluted him. Then it was
found that he included the military, and
that my friends, was a very big no-no .
Anyway, it was.at that point when I began
to realize just what Mr. Reagan was doing.
He was cutt ing Social Security benefits for
the college students, limiting Student
Loans and making Financial Aid a pro-
blem. When a great majority of high
school graduates entered the reality of -
America they were finding that it was im-
possible to get a job without an education
and it was impossible to get an education
without a job. They in turn had no alter-
native but to join the military. Thus we kill
off the poor and make intelligent the rich.
Personally I don't feel this is very
democratic.
Do you -remember when they reinstated
registration procedures and everyone was
_really nervous. We were threatened that in
Russia "if you don't register you get
thrown into prison" and everyone said
"yeah, I'll register because this is a free
country!" Everyone was so down because
the Soviet Union actually imprisoned in-
dividuals who didn't sign up for the draft.
This editorial is to inform the students of
this campus of the actions taken by the
organization that represents you and your
clubs - THE STUDENT SENATE.
An incident that occured on March 3 &4
was reported to the Senate because two
Senate members were involved.
The two senators, along with another
student and non-student guest, put - an
antenna on the roof of their dorm and set-
up a broadcasting station in the senator's
room. Transmitting on 98.1 FM, the signal
interfered with Channel 6 and the WROG
signal.
One of the senators apparently slandered
the radio station and the individuals work-
ing there. They used profane and obscene
language and music. They admitted to
knowledge of the illegal nature of their ac-
tions and revealed their names and location
during the broadcast.
The severity of their actions is not realiz-
ed by enough people and the appropriate
actions have not been taken.
The Senate has decided to accept the
resignation of one senator but turned down
the resignation of their vice-president.
They have decided, after directly being ask-
ed to make a decision, to have a written
reprimand given to the vice-president from
the Senate.
I ask you students if you agree that the
vice-president of your Studen t Senate, after
committing an action which could jeopar-
dize the future of your radio station, is
justly dealt with by this action. If not, I
petition you to speak out against the deci-
sion of the Senate and let your opinions be
known.
The opinions expressed here are those of
a concerned student and do not necessarily
reflect those of any organization or group I
am involved with.
. -
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Announcements page 3
Enjoy Your
Lunch with
433Hope Street
A 'TOUCH
OF CLASS
Sponsored by Students Services . ·1
w/Food Services
"FILMS,& Sl)PPUES,
BESIiQUALITY FILM
DEVELOPING ATBEst
. - PR'ICESI
'PASSPORT PHOTOS'
. ~W~·I LEU WAIT!
,.•~********** .
~' I
I
I
All photographic I
suppUes
Darkroom . I'
equipment
'AUKodak . ,I
PaperS Chemicals Ell
*. * *'CA~AS -LENSES .·1
The distinctive
live, daytime
Music Series.
12 noon to 1 PM
Wednesday afternoons
. '" NOW.lN~ THE ,CAFI;
• •.. • - . _ : ~ . - . ~ • r .. , _ •
Gramp's
Crean Machine
Complete Laundry &
Dr y Cleaning Service
lO Ve off al l se rv ices
Wit h copy o f ad ver t isem ent
Cathy Aronson (401) 253·2426
446 Thames St .. Bristol. RI 02809
A.W.R.T. Publishes
Career Booklet
PRINCETON, N.J . (February 3, 1984)
- Half of the nation's 17,700 mass com-
munications and journalism graduates in
1983 found media work, a figure which has
remained steady for the past five years, ac-
cording to a Dow Jones Newspaper
Fund/Gallup report released today.
The report shows that daily newspapers
continue to hire more college journalism
graduates than any other media-related
field, includ in g radio , te levision,
magazines, wire services, advertising agen-
cies and public relations firms.
Public relations was the second most
popular job choice for the 1983 graduates,
advertising was third, and radio stations
were fourth.
Newspapers and news services hired
more than 14 percent of the graduates;
more than 9 percent of them took jobs at
dailies. There was one news job for every
2Yz graduates who made a serious attempt
to locate work at a newspaper or news ser-
Joumalism Students Hired Most
vice. Public relations agencies and cor-
porate PR departments hired more than 7
percent and advertising agencies hired an
additional 7 percent of the graduates .
Radio and television stations each hired
approximately 6 percent of the journalism
grads. Magazines hired almost 2 percent of
the graduates, while another nearly 7 per-
cent took other media related jobs.
. The proportion of minorities who took
jobs with the print media in 1983 increased
to more than 18 percent, compared with 10
percent of those who reported jobs in 1982.
The unemployment rate for the May/ -
June graduates four months after gradua-
tion was slightly more than 13 percent. An
estimated 2,370 communications grads
were unemployed or not looking for work .
The Dow Jones Newspaper Fund is a
foundation that encourages young people
to consider careers.in journalism. The
.. foundation's program include scholar-
ships, internships, workshops and career '
information.
.'WASHINGTON, D.C. , March 16 -
American Women in Radio and Television
(A.W.R. T.) in cooperat ion with the
Women 's Bureau, U.S. Department of
Labor, has recently published " WOmen on
the Job: Careers in the Electronic Media."
The 31-page booklet is designed to inform
women about an increasing number of job
opportunities in the electronic media and,
in doing so, encourage more women to
claim these opportunities for professional
satisfaction, financial reward and career
advancement.
"Women on the Job: Careers in the
' .Electron Media," upd.a~es~an; earlier v~r:- : '.. .:
'slon, "Women on the Job: Careers in
Broadcasting," also prepared as a joint ef-
fort · of the Women's Bureau and
A.W.R.T. Free single copies are available
upon request from the Women's Bureau,
U.S. Department of Labor, 200 Constitu-
tion Avenue, N.W. , Washington, D.C.
20210.
PEACE CORPS
YouFre Ne~ded
All Over the
World.
STOP BY THE HOLIDAY INN (DOWNTOWN), 21
ATWELLS AVENUE, APRIL 16 & 17 , 10 :00 A.M.
TO 6:00 P .M . CALL (401) 831-3900 ON THOSE
TWO DAYS. AT OTHER TIMES CALL (617)
223 -6366 .
. Ask Peace Corps volunteers why their ingenUity and fleXibility
are as vital as their degrees, They'll te ll you they are helping
the world's poorest peoples attain self sufficiency in the areas
of food production, energy conservation, education, economic
development and health services. And they' ll tell you about
the rewards of hands on career experience overseas. They'll
tell you it's the toughest job you'll ever love.
GRADUATINGSOON?
..",,, ,,,, ,,, ... ,,,,
.... ~ ~ ~~
.' ~
~ It's Never Too ~
~
~ LATE· ~~ ~~ ~
~
.. ~Join the RW~) ..... .
)
) BUSINESS) ~
) CLUB ~) ~
) ~
. ) meetings held every ~
) Thursday in the
~
) ~
Rat at 3:30 ~
) ~
~ ~
) ~ ............ ~ ::.;:.. ...... ...... ...... ~ .................. ~~
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Fall Housing
Proceedures
Approaching
By Lorraine Hanan
Are you planning to Iive on campus next
fall? The fall semester Housing Lottery is
just a few weeks away. Ifyou are interested
in living in the dorms, or Almeida, the lot-
tery will take place at the student life office
from April 24 to April 30. Seniors will be
the first to choose their room selection on
Tuesday April 24. Juniors will pick their
rooms on Wednesday April 25, Sophomors
will select their rooms on Thursday April '
26,' Commuters and late depositers will
select their rooms Monday April 30. .
Any student wishing to live on campus
must have completed a housing application
and deposited $100 dollars. If you want to
squatt your present room you must fill out
a continued occupancy card at the Student
Life Office from April 9 thru April 13.
Don't be left out. If any studen t does not
follow this procedure you will not be
guarenteeda room for the fall semester.
SUMMER JOQS
Earn up to $300 a wee k - plus
more! Al l majors - Apply now -
Start whe n you want. Part time
available immediately!
Scholarships for leader s -
For interview call screening
operator - 274-7520
I am one of the Dean's Dozen. I was
scheduled to write a column on eating
"disorders" . But I am of positive mind and
also fun-loving. So I would like to share
some thoughts about having a "suitable--
to-you" life stylet.routine standard in per-
sonal health maintenance; and zero in on
"wellness": physically, mentally and emo-
tionally. Let us eliminate the "dis" from
"disorders" and emphasize order, balance,
modeiation and joy; the joy of eating good
food, food that is good for us, in good
company, and in a good frame of mind.
More and more people arebecoming
nutrition-conscious and watching what
they eat. More and more shoppers are
reading processed food labels for ingre-
dients and additives. More and more doc-
tors believe ' the amounts of cholesterol,
saturated and polyunsaturated fats should
be spelled out. Students are part of that
total picture . Here in your campus home,
the dorms and the student center, you
make the choice of what you swallow, how
much, and in whose company. An impor-
tant part of "you are what you eat" is in
that decision of what you choose or leave
on your plate. Then there .is that junk food
which is substituted for the balanced meal.
Many who are under stress eat compulsive-
ly, cuasing dietary imbalances that, in turn,
produce more stress. A sensible diet is an
essential part of minimizing the toll stress
takes on us.
Go to meals with enthusiastic friends.
Shared meals are a component of your
campus experience. Take your full lunch
period and enjoy.
But it is not just the intake and what and
how and when. It is the total picture of a
regimen which includes rest, exercise,
weight appropriate to your age and build,
and creative stress management . At times,
all of us experience physical tenseness and
emotional arousal. We feel stresses in
academic and social adjustment. We are
disappointed with our own personal inade-
quacies. So we learn coping strategies. If
you are a candidate for an improved life
style with built-in coping mechanisms, have
realistic expectations . Ask for help! There
is such a thing as educative, growth-
oriented counseling! Do not succumb to
that psychological state known as the
" what he hell effect" . Do not expect to
cure all your problems quickly. But start
working on it. If you " don't have the .
. time", ask yourself if you have the time to' :
be sick. Change gradually. If it is weight;
control or body tone, be active. Stay off"
your seat and on your feet. If you like the
way you look and feel you are happier with
yourself. A beer belly in swim trunks does
not cut a very sharp figure on the beach.
Spring, the season of rising spirits is
here. All of us will become more aware of
those zestful appeti tes which make living
exciting and full. Harmonize your work,
study and play. Let the sunshine radiate
and penetrate. Given this chance our pale
complexions will tan and glow with the
bloom which comes with health and well-
being. The commitment and self-discipline
of a regular routine to keep fit will make an
impact on your person and your personal
life style. We must feel quality about
ourselves if we are to give quality to others.
We have a "connectedness" with the
world. Feel it and keep smiling.
By alfred the wise counselor
The Dean's Dozen
Theme: Health and Life Style
. . . .. ~ .
. .. . '\' "
.
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page 4 ENTERTAINMENT
VIDEO 2000
RWC Dance Theatre
Presents Spring Concert Series
Wbat tbey don't bave
Cont. from page 2
man ever used the work "Nigger" or
"Wasp"). Another man has eyes that are
too close together. He'll probably be the
one to get the democratic vote and it will be
Reagan vs.Carter all over again. I'm so
glad things are shaping up. The last man
running is full of new ideas, only he was
beaten by the man with his eyes too close
together because the man with his eyes too
close together raised hell against the man
full of new ideas. So the best way to get
e . elected is by cursing the opponent.IFerrycliffe Stables Now as for Bonzo's pal up in the WhiteI House; what about Watt. Boy he was aIOf~ Ri' di t II winner huh! I would love to see JamesI • er ng 0 a Watts back yard. I don't think there are
I any flowers in it, no trees or chirping birds.
I By Katb Cohen The sky is covered with a grey smut and ~e
I y . has it nicely decorated in all the latest stnpWhen you pass the old~ looking mining procedures. The slaves live in theI house by the RWC Rec. Building whose basement, the women locked in the firstI occupancy seems to be unknown by most of floor and the wheel, chair stricken in-
I us, have you ever wondered what was at the dividuals live on the third floor. Mr. Watt
I end of the dirt road which runs along side the has a beautiful fountain which spews acid
f house? rain. What a lovely man.t WeD, ifyou dare to you.'llcome upon ~ gray Now who the hell is Edwin Meese? Does
t and brown empty looking weatherstrtpped he know? Will he ever know? Will we ever
I building. !he smell will hit.you about then. A know? Who knows? I don't: Wouldn't itfew barking dogs will swiftly move, towards be great if we could all of a sudden forgetI you but don't let them scare you. They're what about our student loans. If we could forget
I . you would call natural alarms warning their ' our car payments and our mortgages and
I, owners,that.there's company. . give the guy at the bank a job typing all our
I You ve Just come. across th~ Fenycliffe term papers. That would be the life, only it
Stables. 25 years ago It was a dairy farm and wouldn't be very nice or honest: Edwin
~~ it was vacant for seo:eral years. The Meese would agree with that if he became
building IS 106 years old and IS presently co- number one law maker in the country.
owned by Bonnie Ramsay and Michaela Only he accidently forgot 15,000 dollars.
~on. . Ramsay renovated th~. vacant He also forgot seeing the Carter briefing
building~ years ago and Scanlon joined her papers and it took the "little" effort of an
m ownership a year and a half ago. They run investigation team to find that Edwin 01'
their busmess, o~ ~ acres of land. . pal received six memorandums referring to
The ~WC s nding club holds practices ~d the Carter papers. I'm sick of Edwin Meese
competitions at the stables.They compete With but I guess if you can elect an actor presi-
Johnson & Wales College. Publicly Ramsay dent then you can elect a clown Attorney
and Scanlon run private and group sessions General.
Tuesday through Saturday on busy schedules. There are millions of problems in this
They charge customers (not RWC students) world and there are a billion beautiful and
$12per half hour f~r private sessions, $12per funny things all around us. What we need
hour for group sessions (2-5 people), and $20 in office is someone who's willing to
per hour for a private session. "It picks up destroy those million terrible things and to
more this time o~ year." says Scanlon. expand on the billion good things. Is it fair
RWC Equestnan team members put on an to say that we are being deceived into
exibitionat two o'clock on April 8 on the front believing that the world is getting better as
lawn of RWC for Open House. They've been we watch it deteriorate in front of our eyes?
int~l~ practi~ for two w~ks now. It~ All I know is that if Reagan is elected again
a littledifficultgetting everything together With in 1984 we will be at war in Central
spring break and all," said Scanlon. America be forceful in Lebanon, become
After talking with Scanlon she went back to interested in the Iran-Iraq war and have
~~ ho~ up f?r h~ .next schedul~ ~ some say about the bloody Vietnem, Cam-
sion. I enjoyteaching nding to people, scud bodia, China skirmishes. Wouldn't' you
Ramsay. rather sit under an apple tree with someone
you love and watch the clouds roll by?
Bristol
By Marin Capone
RWC is one of the few colleges in the
country to offer an undergraduate major in
Creative Writing. The Creative Writing
program began in 1970, and offers courses
in contemporary and modem poetry and '
fiction. There are also workshop courses
offered in the writing of fiction and poetry.
The program each year brings major
writers to campus to read their work and
examine and criticize students work. The -
readings are presented to the college com-
munity and the public.
Richard Yates read on April 12 at 8:00
pm in Lecture Hall 130. Yates is a Novelist
and short story writer who lives in Boston,
where he is presently working on a novel.
Among his novels are Revolutionary Road,
A Special Providence, Disturbing the
Peace, The Easter Parade and A Good
School. Delacorte will publish a new novel,
"Young Hearts Crying" this fall. Mr
Yates' first collection of short stories,
Eleven Kinds ofLoneliness, was published
in 1962 and has recently re-issued in Delta
Trade paperback. His second collection of
short stories, Liars in Love, was published
in 1981 and is also available in paperback,
as is the highly acclaimed Revolutionary
Road and A Good School. Richard Yates
"stands today as America's fmest realistic
I novelist," noted Shaun O'Connell in The
I Boston Globe.I The readings are open to all CollegeI students and the public and there is no ad-
mission charge. For further informationI call: ' 401-255-1000 or contact Robert LI McRoberts or Geoffrey Clark of theI Creative Writing Program.-1..- _
. --~--"""!""'-------, .
'RWC's Creative Wri~gr
Program Provides I,
Guest Lectures' I
' I
I
t
500 Metacom Avenue
253~4487
The Roger Williams College Dance
Theatre will present its annual spring con-
cert series on Thursday, Friday, and Satur-
day, April 26,through 28 at 8:30 pm. It will
be held in the Student Center on the Bristol
campus, located off Route 136 at the
Mount Hope Bridge.
The concerts will celebrate National
• Dance Week and the company's selection
, to perform for the second consecutive year
at the American College Dance Festival.
Highlights of the program will be:
VORTEX (the Festival selection),
choreographed by Killi
Wicke Davis, Coordinator
of the RWC Dance Program
INSIDE/OUT, choreographed by Dante
DelGuidice with original
music by Rhode Island
native and current ' New
York City resident and
composer, Steven Antonelli
as yet untitled piece by Gary Shore,
RWC Dance faculty. This
selection uses masks created
by Joanne Schmidt,
Massachusetts sculptor,
whose works have been ex-
hibited in New York City
and Boston
Tickets for each concert will be $1.50 in ad-
vance and $2 at the door. (Seats are not
reserved.) All proceeds from the concerts
will go to the RWC Dance Theatre Fund.
Movies & Recorder Rentals
VHS & BETA
Hundreds of Movies
& Concerts Available!
Special Rates for RWC Students
THE BIG EVENT
40KEGS~J
Wine & Soda - Hot Dogs & Burgers
Volleyball
Featuring Vic Michaels, from one
of New England's leading radio stations
Tickets on sale soon
NO MEMBERSHIP NEEDED May 12 Contact Guy Picciurro
A Complete Line of Art, Drafting,
and Architectural Supplies
Mon. thru Sat. 543Main St., Warren
9 - 6 Daily 245-4583
photo by Mark Mulone
nON'S '
ART SHOP
••••••*.....+..~
:' FANTASIA:
.. ' Gifts, Cards, Candles, •41 Decorating, & other Jazz ..
41 Pleasantly Colorful, & affordable ..
41 437 Hope Street Phone 253-2994 ..41 downtown Bristol ' ..
• ' , • • I . 1.!::==::::;=:::::;:~~~=tJ " JJ
_ t • ,- • • , • , •
. • . . . • • • • • .... . ~ ~ "J.... ~ ....' " '" ......
• , \ •• ~ i ..... .. ;, ., " ., " " ., , ~ » " ,
R we Students save at
VIDEO 2000
College ID & Drivers License
ENTERTAINMENT
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By Brian McCadden
Every year it seems to be the same thing;
a few weeks into the spring semester peop le
start asking which bands are going to per-
form during Spring Weekend, and of
course , the rumors start flying. This year
seems to be no exception.
At first we heard 'that either the Clash or
Culture Club were coming, with the
possibility of James Taylor . That rumor
faded and was replaced by either Pat
Benatar, the Fro, Billy Idol or U2. A
pretty good rumor since it was spurred on
by the Social Committee. Later still it was
dropped altogether.
An all-time classic rumor was started
next . Wispers were heard that John
McEnroe and Jimmy Connors were going
to play ali exhibition match in the Recrea-
tion Building. That one lasted about a
week.
The Social Committee didn't help in
quenching the rumors. "We'll know
definitely by March 6th," they said, until
March 6th. The date was naturally kicked
up day by day and week by week until we
all found out who was actually corning.
Cind i Lauper would open the show. ' But a
few days later, to everyone's relief, she
cancelled out. What we are left with is
David Johanson and Stevie Ray Vaughn. : ,
They're a lot less than what most of us
expected, but stili solid Rock & Roll per-
formers . As you all know , Johanson is the
guy who wants to be Mick Jagger when he
grows up and Vaughn is the guy who
played guitars for David Bowie's "Let's
Dance" album. He quit Bowie's band right
before the famous Summer of '83 Tour
when the Blues called him back to Texas.
Don't worry though, everyone will have
, a good time, and come the Monday after
Spring Weekend no one will care, or even
remember, who played during the weekend
or just exactly what happened.
Oh yeah, I almost forgot, Clarence
Clemons will be headlining Saturday night
I and you never know who might show up .
, ,
• _~ ~ ,. l I • J I I' J _'
HALF PRICE MONDAYS
AND THURSDAYS
8 PM - 10 PM
198Thames Street
Bristol,R. I.
401-253-2012
DRINK AT HAPPY HOUR PRICES
DAILY TILL 6 PM
FRIDAYS TILL 8 PM
HOME OF THE 160z 'DRINK
The Place to go for
Jewelry & Gift Needs
Caron's Jewelers
469 HOPE STREET
253·9460
Woman'(
world
"THE FITNESS FOLKS" ,
Kick! Stretch! And reach your best. Whether it's
reducing, toning or circuit training. Benefit from
the latest new Nautilus equipment. -And after
relax in a Redwood Sauna, Tile Steam Room,
Private Showers and up to 3,000 sq. feet of
Exercise Floor. 1984 Your Choice is
WOMAN'S WORLD!
20 Gooding Avenue
Bristol, R. I.
253-2020
OPEN
. . SUNDAYS
.Mon. - Fn. 8 AM - 9 PM , 10 '. 3 P.M• .
', . Sat . ,9 AM. ~ 4 ,PM , .. , , , > " , , , > •• , > , > • , ; • ; ••• • •• , •• > • •
.. .. .. .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . ...),,, . . . ... ~ ,.. .. "' ... ,
RWC La~rosse player Brian "Bucky" Buchanan stares into space .
photo by Mark Mulone
Kentucky Fried Chicken ..-------.,
and The March of Dimes I . . I Don't worry
To Hold $10,000 Fishing Derby I I Everyone'll
ri:;k:~:I;:;;;~ IHave .a Good
IJet Service Between . I TuneIProvidence and New York City I
I UTICA-ROME, NY - Empire Airlines 1. Permit. convenient, same-day 1will inaugurate Fokker F-28 jet service roUDd~p travel Ito and from New1 nonstop between Providence and New York City during the peak business 1
York Qty A ril 29 h . , . travel hours. I',I '. on p , t e regional airline
announced today. 2. Provide convenient connections to1 Empire will provide Rhode Island area Pan Am and 80 other airlines at 1
1 travelers and freight shippers with 'four Kennedy Airport to the Caribbean, ' 1nonstop flights each weekday to New York the West Coast, Florida, Europe,
1 0ty, ~ee to Kennedy and one to LaGuar- Africa, Asia, the Middle East, the I;
1
dia, WIth the same number of return flights Orient and other .destinations 1t~ Providence. The three Kennedy flights worldwide. '
I will also operate on Saturdays and Sun- 'I'days . 3. Allow for convenient through or
1 All fligh connecting Service to other Empire 1ts willbe operated with Empire's jet flights at Kennedy ,or LaGuar-
I fleet of 85-passenger Rolls-Royce powered dia to the Upstate New York cities IF-28 jets. .
E . , . of Albany, Utica, Syracuse, I1 mpire s Jet flights will leave Providenceat7:lOam,I:4Opm,and7:50pm andar- Rochester, Buffalo, ' A lmira , I1 rive Kennedy Airport nonstop at too am, Binghamton and Ithaca.
I 2:~5 pm ~d 8:40 pm,. respectively. The One of the country's largest regional 1mid-morning nonstop Jet to LaGuardia
1 will d airlines, Empire currently operates a fleet I,-. epart Providence at 10:15 am and ar- of nine Fokker F-28 jets and five ,nve LaGuardia at 11:00 am. 11 R 19-passenger Metro II jetprops on routes9 eturn jet flights leave Kennedy Airport linking 19 cities in the Northeastern United 1
1 at :00 am, 5:55 prn, and 10:15 pm and ar- St t d C d Th ,.rive nonstop in Providence at 9:45 am, 7:30 a es an ana a. e airline will place its 1
I pm, and 11,:05 pm, respectively. The mid- tenth F-28 into service on April 29 and hasd four more new F-28 jets scheduled for
l ay return Jet from LaGuardia will depart delivery in 1985 and 1986. 1at 12:00 pm and arrive Providence nonstop
I at 12:45 p. m,' . .. ' e: Empire is a publicly-owned corporation 1whose Common 'Stock is traded in theIn addition to providing the only jet ser- . 1
I vice available between Providence and New Over-The-Counter market under the 'NASDAQ symbol EAIR.1 ~:k City, Empire's nonstop jet service I;
•
CONTACT: Frederick H. Hager 1
-- .. Vice President .
. ~_"":" ~ ~ -. I Corporate Communications 1
(315) 768-7831 I
1.---------_..
Kentucky Fried Chicken and the March
of Dimes B.D.F. have a whale of a fish
story for Rhode Island's fishermen . This
whale, however, is a fresh water trout and
will be caught in Lincoln's Olney Pond.
The prize trout is worth $10,000. "Salty"
Brine, 63WPRO, Honorary Chairman of
the fishing derby says, "That's the bait,
now YQU come up with the bucks for the
March of Dimes' children.II
The March of Dimes B.D.F. and Ken-
tucky Fried Chicken will be holding this
$10,000 trout derby on May 5 & 6 at Olney
Pond, Lincoln Woods State Park, Lincoln,
R. I. Thirty trout bearing numbered tags
will be released in the pond a 'day or so .
before the derby . One of the numbers will
be drawn and placed in a sealed envelope
-even the person drawing the numbers
won't know the number of the $10,000
fish. If the trout carrying that number is
caught, it willbe worth $10,000. Other tags '
will be good for prizes of fishing tackle and
other items.
The entry fee is $15.00 for this two day
derby . The fishing hours will be 5:00 A.M.
-7:00 P.M. Saturday and 5:00 A.M. - 5:00
P .M. Sunday. You must be a Rhode Island
licensed fisherman and must obey all R.I.
Fish and Wildlife Laws. The Federated
Sportsmen Club and the R.I. Conservation
Officers will be assisting with registration
and supervision during the event.
The first 200 entrants will receive a free
T-shirt and every fisherman will enjoy a
free chicken dinner compliments of Ken-
tucky Fried Chicken on Saturday night.
Registration forms are availab le at all
Kentucky Fried Chicken stores , 63WPRO,
various bait and tackle shops and at the
March of Dimes office, call Judy at
781-1611.
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,'PASTRIES
SiZED ond; PRICED to 'PLEASE,
",VERY BESTe 'IN QUALITY -
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, LOCAL FUHCTIOHS '
:-IF"WE CAN'SERVE YOU CALL
" '245.2390
By Chris Spaight
Its thought of as a status symbol. It
brings to mind long, lazy days spent relax-
ing with a cool drink in your hand. It
enhances your self-image, and, to many, is
a sign of good health. It is, of course, the
suntan. It is also the leading cause of
cancer in this country.
RWC students embrace the concept of
the important tan like most students across
the country do. The days become warmer
and the sun becomes stronger. Excuses are
made to miss classes and afternoons are
devoted to "bagging some rays." But, as
the saying goes, "an ounce of prevention is
worth a pound of cure." Steps should be
taken to prevent undue damage to the skin.
The warmth of the day has no relevence
to the amount of ultraviolet rays you
receive. The severity of the sun's rays are
determined by the relative position of the
sun in the earth's sky. A hazy June day
provides maximum ultraviolet rays. Special
caution must be taken as the sun climbs
higher in the sky. The sun increases in
strength until June 21. This is the longest
day of the year and on this day the sun is at '
its strongest. The beachgoer must realize
the potential danger to exposure in this
condition. Sun exposure should be
regulated closely.
Maximum exposure during ' the day
occurs between the hours of 10 a.m. and 2
p.m, If you are fair skinned or prone to
burning, you should avoid these hours in
the sun.
-If you are going to enjoy the summer's
benefit, you should make certain to wear
some type of sunscreen product. The pro-
ducts carry a Sun Protection Factor (SPF)
number on the side. This number cor-
responds to the amount of time the pro-
duct :allows you to remain in the sun
without adverse effects. Suppose, without
protection, you can remain in the sun for
two hours before suffering a burn. Using a
sunscreen product with a SPF 4 factor
would allow you to stay outside for 8 hours
before suffering a burn. The products on
the market today are designed to be reap-
'plyed often, especially after swimming.
• You should follow the manufacture's
directions carefully.
All sunscreen products contain PABA,
(para amino benzoic acid), the effective
agent that blocks the harmful ultraviolet
rays. The harsh sunlight can also cause
painfull drying and chapping of the skin.
That is why it is important to apply a
moisturizer on the skin after exposure. The
product should contain aloe, a natural con-
ditioner that replenishes moisture in the
skin.
The suntan , countrary to medical
opinion, will always remain a symbol of
good health to many. If it is your desire to
achieve a bronze glow this spring and sum-
mer, you must go about it in an ordely
fashion. Remember, a deep sunburn is
nobody's friend.
A Deep Sunburn '
is Nobody's Friend
RICCOTTI'S
SanclwlChS..,
BEER&WINE -
servied on premises '
,HOTO \(EN GRINPERS'
.heated on request .
PIZZAS- S¥RIAN BREAD
-- , ' \ ' .' -
11Goodm, Av.. '"'" t51-16M
undergraduate institution that offers a
degree in historic preservation . And
Schilke is earning credit towards her
degree. She hopes to land a job working
for a museum doing the kind of work she is
involved in at the House of Local History
and then maybe she will return to graduatei'
school to obtain an advanced degree in the '
field.
Jim Parrish, Historian for Berkshire
County who is associated with the
Berkshire County Regional Planning Com-
mission, serves as a valuable source for
Schilke when she needs help in identifying
certain parts of the collection. He com-
mented that Schilke's work will serveas "a
wonderful resource for citizens interested
in Williamstown history."
50 interns in their pilot year with various
non-profit agencies in the Northeast. Each
intern earns $2,500; Yankee contributes
$1,500 while the sponsoring organization
chips in the remaining $1,000.
Schilke, who is from Cromwell, Connec- •
~ ticut, will graduate this May from ,Roger
Williams College with a major in Historic
Preservation. Roger Williams is the only
Victims of RWC's most recent di<iease,
cope with their illness.
, . ..~""" " "
By Linda Moseff
BRISTOL - 4/5/84. With the coming of
spring so comes spring fever. It's the
"shorts in 50° weather, the show off your
Florida tan" time.
Today is one of those nice days. It's also
the first week back from spring break. The
weather is warm, close to 60°, and there is
no wind. The new leaves of spring's daf-
fodils are emergingthrough the woodchips.
Groups of students gather at the ,stone
wall in front of the Classroom-Lecture
Building. "Great time, all we. did was
party", said one student to another. The
tanned face and peeling nose gave you a
good idea of where he spent his .spring
vacation.
Two girls are standing near the wallchat-
tering. They're discussingwhether or not to
go to class. Another group is planning to
go to Colt State Park in hopes of preserv-
ing their golden tans.
Maintenance crews are cutting back
shrubbery, preparing the grounds for the
coming season.
One student is wearing a Hawaiian shirt,
light blue shorts, and is barefoot. Now you
may wonder, Are we in Bristol or has
Roger Williams suddenly been transported
to the Sun Belt?" Ah, spring fever.
Yankee Intern Program
Spring Fever Hits RWC
: BRISTOL
HOUSE OF PIZZA ,~
20 VARIETIES OF PIZZA ~
30 VARIETIES OF GRINDERS ~
) GREEK SALAD~ GREEK SOUVIAKI ~
~ CHEESEBURGERS and ~
~ HAMBURGERS
.. ' BEER and WINE ~
~5 State Street Call 253-2550 4
Williamstown, MA: Tagging 2,000 ar-
tifacts may be a tedious job for some, but
to Yankee Magazine Intern, Deborah
Schilke, it's a wonderful opportunity.
She's working for 12 weeks at the Local
House of History in Williamstown,
Massachusetts, to:help get .things-in order
there.
President of the Board of Directors,
Mary McMahon, and supervisor for
Schilke' says the Board is thrilled to have a
Yankee Intern to catalog the various and
assundry items that have been collecting-
upstairs in the House for years. They
haven't known exactly what is in their col-
lections and what can be made .availableto
the public. ,
Yankee Publishing Inc of Dublin, New
Hampshire, and The National Trust for
Historic Preservation have teamed up to
' ma ke possible efforts like this
Williamstown project. They want to help
preserve New England while making the
opportunity available to collegestudents in
New England to earn money towards their
tuition expenses.
Yankee and the Trust have placed about
RWC 'Student Releases
Scientific Approach to
Research Papers
, By Brian McCadden
It's worse than midterms. Worse than
finals. Worse, even than trying to study for
midterms or finals in the RWC Library.
It's the dreaded research paper, and it
strikes fear into , the hearts of most '
students. Some go so far as to check out
which teachers assign papers in which
classes and schedule accordingly. Others
less fortunate walk blind into a class and
nervously search the syllabus for the words
RESEARCH PAPER.
The initial reaction upon the discovery
of a research paper is; "Oh my God. A
research paper. When's it due? How long?
What's it on? Dammit." Followed quickly
by a mild to serious case of depression.
Actually, a research paper is not all that
hard to do if you know the right steps to
follow. Here is a set of rules which, if
followed correctly, should guide you to the
proper completion of a research paper.
When you first get the assignment,
usually within the first week or so of class,
think about it for ten minutes, put a little
note on your calender, and forget all about
it. After all, you've got awhole semester to
do it in. Procrastination is the key to
writing a good research paper.
Wait until two weeks before it's due,
when someone in your class asks you if
you've started yours yet, and begin to get
edgy. But don't get nervous because if you
have fmals coming up or other projects to
do. You work well under pressure. Now is
the time to start thinking about what your
going to write your paper on.
At the one week to deadline point you
must have your topic decided. Go to the
library and find a book or two to use as
your main reference. Now find as many
-other books as possible-that you can snag
, quotes out of. As long as a book refers to
your topic it's good. Use it. Even if you
don't use it you can always put it in your
- bibliography. The teachers don't check,
right?
Five days to deadline and you start to get
nervous, but that's alright. Remember,
procrastination is the key. Write a rough
outline for your paper and read the import-
ant parts of your main references. Also
begin to familiarize yourself with your cof-
fee maker. It is your friend and most in-
fluential motivation factor in wirting your
paper. If you don't have a coffee maker get
one, or find some other way to get caffiene
into your system. ,
If you have followed the directions cor-
rectly you whould have three days to go
before your paper is due. For the next two
days you must rest. You will have to work
hard that last day, so go to Almeida and
take a Jacuzzi. Think about how you're
going to approach your paper and get to
bed early.
On the day before your research paper is
due, the first thing 'you must do is eat a
good breakfast. You need energy for what
lies ahead. After breakfast go back to your
room and get redy for the big finish. Ar-
range your desk; typewriter, typing paper,
reference books, coffee maker, coffee and
supplies, everything in order.
By now it should be 4:00 so get to,work. ,
Don' t bother with a rough draft because
you don't have time for it. Type your
research paper as you go along. Our scien-
tists have found that the two-fmger typing
method works best.
Continue working straight through the
night, stopping frequently to refill the cof-
fee pot. By followingthis method and pac-
ing yourself correctly (try not to finish
more than a page an hour) you should have
your paper completed in time to give to
your teacher as he's leaving his office for
the day. This is called "being fashionably
late" .
Now that your research paper is com-
pleted, sleep for two days. Because if you
have followed our directions correctly you,
my friend, are completely strung out and
exhausted.
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Central America Cont. from page 1
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597 Metacom Ave.• Bristol, R.I.
Roger Williams College.'s # 1 Liquor Stere
5 Minutes from School
Featuring the Finest Imported & Domestic Wines InThe East Bay Area
253-2222 "Keg Beer" Open 9 a.m•. 10 p.m.
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needed in carrying out his strong foreign
policy. As an example he cited the Lebanon
failure and attempted to place the blame
squarely on Congress by criticizing the
"public debate" that went on which only
"stimulated terrorism" as if the deba te had
anything to do with taking adequate securi-
ty precautions at the Marine compound.
Then a little while later it was on to his goal
of "inconveniencing Nicaragua" until they
stop "exporting revolution" along with
saying " I told you so" in regards to his
stated belief that war should have been
declared on North Vietnam in the 60's as
this would have stopped traitors back
home from giving "aid and comfort to the
enemy" although he didn't say what form
this purported "aid and comfort" took.
He finished brilliantly by alluding to the
Korean War era, saying, "Maybe General
McArthur was right, there is no substitute
for Victory" -, as if to imply this is what's
being sought in Central America, a far cry
from "inconveniencing" an unfr iendly
regime.
The President feels that America is
"back" and "standing tall' after a police
action on an island in the Carribean the size
of Philadelphia with a population smaller
than Providence, R.I. While that operation
may have been necessary to protect
American lives or forestall a Cuban
"takeover" it is not something to gloat
about. To go into Nicaragua or EI
Salvador would be disastrous for all parties
concerned with the exception of the Soviet
Union who would love to see Uncle Sam
preoccupied in his own backyard, the same
way they are in Afghanistan. An invasion
of Nicaragua would unite most of the peo-
ple there including the anti-Marxist who
have chosen to remain in the country and
try to change the system from within. All
too often we have had a tendency to ignore
this region until political unrest makes us
feel threatened enough to act. Instead of
waiting for problems to surface we should
be ' sponsoring a relgonal dialouge of the
countries in the area including Nicaragua.
How can the U.S. attempt to arrange a
peace settlement in the middle East, which
is thousands of miles away if we 'are notL. ., willing to try here at home first?
One a final note, the President said a
while back after the investigation into the
Marine compound bombing in Beirut that
"responsibility rests here, in this office".
Hopefully the voters will remember that
statement and throw him out this
November before we are down in Central
America 'standing tall" .
Mark Laucella
and
Jill F. Green
The National Endowment for the
Humanities has announced a unique grants
program for individuals under 21 to spend
a summer carrying out their own non-
credit humanities research projects. The
Younger Scholars Program will award up
to 100 grants nationally for outstanding
research and writing projects in such fields
as history, philosophy and the study of
literature. These projects will be carried out
during the summer of 1985. The applica-
tion deadline is September 15, 1984.
Award recipients will be expected to
work full-time for nine weeks during the
summer, researching and writing a
humanities paper under the close supervi-
sion of a humanities scholar. Please note
that this is not a financial aid program, that
no academic credit should be sought for
the projects, and that competition for these
grants is rigorous.
For guidelines, write to:
Younger Scholars Guidelines CN,
Rm. 426, The National Endowment
for the Humanities
Washington, D.C. 20506
Their
daughter
Regina
Mr. & Mrs.
RWC
Unique'Awards Program
for Summer Research
in the Humanities
who broke with Managua over what he
perceives to be the pro-Soviet tilt of that
government. Based in the south near the
Costa Rican borde r, this organization
holds onto territory that is mostly jungle
and has had little in the way of publicity
being far removed from where the action is
in the north. The U.S. has tried to get the
three groups to form a unified front that
would have more effect militarily and
politically as well as make it easier for aid
to get through. Pastora, however, is
understandably reluctant to link up with
the Democratic Force due to the presence
of many of his former enemies from a fewi years back with the result that the Hon-
I duran based contras can expect to get the
I lion's share of assistance for the time
I being.
I While Mr. Reagan and many "liberals"such .as New York Democratic Senator
I Patrick Moynihan have praised the heroic
I "freedom fighters" and continually push-
I ed for increased military aid, where were all
I these concerned politicians when the hated
,I rule of the Somoza clan was in force? From
I 1932 on that family ran the country like a
I personal fiefdom thanks to help from big
I brother up north and it' s a sure bet that ifold Anastasio was in charge right now
I President Reagan would praise him as a
I pillar of freedom and stability. To be sure
I Nicaragua lacks many liberties we take for
granted such as press freedom but unlike EII Salvador, ' with 'its "duly elected govern-
I ment" there are no death squads and
I bodies don't turn up as they do in that
I tormented land. What's more the contra
activity has only strengthened the San-
I danista's position to the point where theyII feel secure enough to call elections in
March of 1985, something the U.S. Ad-I ministration has been saying they shouldI do all along . Although President Reagan
I firmly stated that there was no desire on his 'pbotoi.,; by part for an outright overthrow of the San-I Mark Mulone danistas, the people with the guns mayL ~ , have a different plan of action.
The President went on the attack at an
April 4th press conference with the usual
song and dance about the War Powers Act
and how it tied his hands to do what is
I
I
I
I
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Women's Tennis Club
Proud of Varsity Status
By Lisa Wilt
In the beginning 'of RWC's 1982 fall
semester, there were only two students
seriously interested in a Women's Tennis
Club. That fall, Sophomore Patricia
Greece and Freshman Michelle Barbaro
showed up at the designated meeting place
for all students who wanted to form the
club. They found they had all the makings
for a singles match.
Undaunted, Ms. Greece initiated and
organized, with the aid of Assistant Direc-
tor of Athletics Joel Dearing, a Women's
' Tennis Tournament for the following
semester, spring 1983. Approximately 20
women played the first round of the tour-
nament. The players who eliminated their
competition were presented with trophies
at the Spring Intramural Sports Banquet.
Encouraged by the success of the tourna-
ment and the support of the Athletic
Department, Greece and Barbaro were
determined to establish an active Women's.
Tennis Club. Although Greece left the
RWC campus to take her junior year in
London, Barbaro and an associate, Junior
Diane Curry, carried through plans for an
operative Women's Tennis Club in the
1983 fall semester.
That fall, the club came into being at
last. RWC's Men's Tennis Team Captain
Mike Perry served in lieu of a coach with
Curry and Barbaro presiding over the 12
member club as captains. Dearing organiz-
ed for the club several matches with Rhode
Island's Providence College, Rhode Island
College, Johnson and Wales, and Salve
Regina. According to Barbaro, Deering
was very pleased with the players' en-
thusiasm, and reliably supported and en-
couraged the club throughout its first
season.
Although the club did not have' a team
status, the members practiced at workouts
daily and demonstrated at matches the
cohesiveness that is inherent in a true team.
Indeed, everyone on the club worked and
hoped to impress upon Director of
AtWetics Hector Messa the desire and
necessity for an RWC Women's Varsity
Tennis Team.
During their post-season meeting this
semester, the club members gathered in the
Bayroom to agree upon a schedule for
spring practices. While some club members
waited for everyone to arrive, rumor pas-
sed from person to person that Ms. Bar-
baro had something important to an-
nounce. .
"Okay, okay . Probably you all have
already heard what I have to tell you," Ms.
Barbaro began as soon as the last to arrive
got settled. "Diane and I have talked to
Hector and the club is definitely going Var-
sity next fall. We're going to have a coach
and everything!"
. Thus, the Women's Tennis Club, after
only one season of play, will be re-born
next year as the Women's Varsity Tennis
Team. According to Mr. Massa, it is the
only sports club in RWC history to do so in
such a short period of time. That is a
record to be proud of.
CABRAL'S GOURMET CHICKEN
• Deli Sandwiches • Spare Ribs
• Cold Cuts & Salads ' • Roast Beef
• Barbecued Chicken • Chicken Wings
• Glazed Ham • Fish & Chips - Friday
• Hot & Cold Grinders
Pizza Hut will take 20% oft the price of any l •
purchase, *when you come in with your
I ~ Roger Williams College I.D. So stop by for a
Ideal of a meal. -
---
EAST MAIN ROAD
.'MIDDLETOWN, R.t
sln.. Thurs. 11· 11 P.M.
Fri. · Sat. 11 ·1:00 A.M.
-,'--
-
• Excluding alcoholic beverages
offer valid any time with
. proof of student registration
on regular menu prices only.
Good only at participating
Pizza Hut Restaurants.
-
--
585 Metacom Avenue
Bristol, Rhode Island 02809
4011253-3913
Monday thru Saturday
Hours : 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
Sunday - 8:00 a.m, to 2:00 p.m .
7 Days a week
• - - - - .. ~ .. ,.. .:. P " ...
.... ... ,..o ,. .o .., __ .,. , I · • • • ,.,. . -" ,. ,. ,.
. ~. ~ .. -' ~- ') .
Also, no one will be admitted after 12:00 midnight. '
, "
Spring Weekend 1984
RWC Social Committee Proudly Presents
Have A Great Weekend!
Michelle Lupo
Carl Von Dassel
RWC Social Committee ',
Daytime Events under the canopy ,
Beginning at 1:00 P.M.
The Rockadiles Also: Campus Skates
The Stunners Fiddler The Clown
The Exchange BBQ starts at 3:30 P.M.
WROG DJ's
IMPORTANT INFORMATION:
Tickets go on sale April 16th in the Social Committee Office.
Thursday, Friday .and Saturday Night Individual Tickets will be sold in the Boxoffice until
12:00 midnight.
'May 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th
. ' ,$12.00 WEEKEND PASS ADMITS YOU TO
ALL :E VEN TS IN THE REC. BLDG.
SATURDAY NIGHT: in the Rec. Bldg. -' Doors open at 9:00 P.M.
Blotto
Girls Night Out
SUNDAY:
THURSDAY NIGHT: In the Rec. Bldg. - Doors open at 8:00 P.M.
Eddie Murphy Double Feature
. "48 Hours" with Nick Nolte ;
"Trading 'Places' ~ with Dan Ackroyd
Admission $2.00 without weekend pass
SATURDAY: Daytime Events under the canopy .
Beginning at 1:00 P.M.
Mariah Also: Rose Tattoo
The Name Fiddler The Clown
, Look Daggers BBQ starts at 3:30 P.M.
.
_Remember!! -' Once you are in the Rec. Bldg. you WILL NOTbe re-admitted if you choose
. to leave.
, FRIDAY NIGHT: In the Rec. Bldg. - Doors open at 8:00 P.M.
Stevie Ray Vaughn and Double Trouble
David Johansen '
Admission $8.00 without weekend pass
